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Probing cell migration in confined environments by plasma lithography
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Abstract

Cellular processes are regulated by various mechanical and physical factors in their local microenvironment such as geometric confinement, cell-substrate interactions, and cell-cell contact. Systematic elucidation of these regulatory mechanisms is crucial for fundamental understanding of cell biology and for rational design of biomedical devices and regenerative medicine. Here, we report a generally applicable plasma lithography technique, which performs selective surface functionalization on large substrate areas, for achieving long-term, stable confinements with length scales from 100 nm to 1 cm toward the investigation of cell-microenvironment interactions. In particular, we applied plasma lithography for cellular confinement of neuroblastomas, myoblasts, endothelial cells, and mammary gland epithelial cells, and examined the motion of mouse embryonic fibroblasts in directionality-confined environments for studying the effect of confinements on migratory behavior. In conjunction with live cell imaging, the distance traveled, velocity, and angular motion of individual cells and collective cell migration behaviors were measured in confined environments with dimensions comparable to a cell. A critical length scale that a cell could conceivably occupy and migrate to was also identified by investigating the behaviors of cells using confined environments with subcellular length scales.

1. Introduction

In the physiological environment, cells are regulated by various mechanical and physical factors, such as geometric confinements, cell-substrate interactions, and cell-cell contacts. For instance, cell migration and adhesion, which play essential roles in numerous biological processes including wound healing, tissue morphogenesis, and embryogenesis, can be regulated mechanically [1–5], and substrate stiffness and topographical structures are known to be key factors that control cellular activities [6,7]. Despite the fact that cells often interact with microscale and nanoscale environments such as fibrous tissues and scaffold materials, relatively little is known about the effects of the length scale of the confinement on the migratory and adhesion behaviors of cells. Additionally, separating the effects of geometrical confinements, mechanical stiffness, topographical structures, and biochemical signals can be difficult due to their complex interactions. Another key factor that affects cellular migration is cell-cell interaction, as cells are constantly in contact and communication with neighboring cells.

Recent studies have suggested that cells can migrate in cooperation with neighboring cells and the collective migration behavior is suggested to have important implications in tissue morphogenesis and cancer metastasis [8,9]. Conventional tissue culture techniques, nevertheless, have had little emphasis on investigating these physical aspects of cell-environment interactions. A systematic means to elucidate cell adhesion and migration processes in such confined environments, therefore, will have profound impacts on various biomedical applications.

As cell-environment interactions are inherently complex, it is necessary to create well-defined conditions to isolate how a cell interacts with its environment. Much knowledge has been gained by using existing cell patterning methods including microcontact printing [10], dip pen nanolithography [11], photolithography [12], inkjet printing [13], surface abrasion [14], and growth on fibers [15] for such investigations. Many existing cell patterning techniques, however, suffer from poor stability, are time and cost-intensive processes, are applicable to only small areas, or have limited resolution, or low controllability. Conventional photolithography, for example, has limited resolution for investigating the interactions between cells and submicron structures, and lithographic techniques based on self-assembled monolayers are subject to cell-dependent and other degradation [16]. To systematically investigate cell-microenvironment interactions, cell confinement needs
Patterns with line widths larger than 500 nm create 3D molds via PDMS molding [20] were created by three separate methods. UV sterilized for 10 min before being seeded with cells. PDMS and glass substrates exposed for 10 min in a Harrick Plasma cleaner (model PDC-001) and were then used for plasma treatment, which is a method for reaction of atmospheric plasma. Due to physical channels formed between the 3D mold and the substrate, conformal contact with a substrate and exposed to the action of atmospheric plasma lithography for cell confinement and explored its applications for investigating cellular adhesion and migration on directionality-confined environments with length and time scales spanning several orders of magnitude.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plasma lithography

In plasma lithography, selective shielding of plasma contact to a surface is used to produce a chemical template as described above. Briefly, during this process a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold having 3D features is placed in conformal contact with a substrate and exposed to the action of atmospheric plasma. Due to physical channels formed between the 3D mold and the substrate, the substrate material is selectively, chemically modified by the plasma (Fig. S1). This selective modification forms a pattern that can serve as a means of cellular confinement. In this study, 60 mm polystyrene culture dishes (VWR) were plasma exposed for 10 min in a Harrick Plasma cleaner (model PDC-001) and were then UV sterilized for 10 min before being seeded with cells. PDMS and glass substrates can also be patterned and used to guide cellular attachment, though all results discussed pertain to using polystyrene as a substrate. Original masters used to create 3D molds via PDMS molding [20] were created by three separate methods. Patterns with line widths larger than 500 nm were created by laser engraving polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates using a laser etcher (VersaLaser model VLS 2300). Patterns between 500 nm and 3 μm were created via photolithography using both positive and negative resist, and patterns with line widths from 100 nm to 2 μm were created via electron beam lithography. PDMS cast off of these structures to make shielding molds was mixed in either a 10:1 or 8:1 ratio of polymer base to curing agent and degassed before being cured for 24 h at room temperature (See Supplementary Data S1 for details on mold creation and cell confinement).

2.2. Cell culture

All cell lines were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and included: ATCC CRL-1658 mouse embryo fibroblast [3T3], ATCC HTB-26 human mammary gland adenocarcinoma MDA-MB-231 [231], ATCC CRL-1772 mouse myoblast [C2C12], ATCC CRL-1730 human umbilical vein vascular endothelial cell [HUVEC], and ATCC CRL-2266 human neuroblastoma [SH-SY5Y]. Primary cells were also studied and included embryonic chicken skeletal muscle cells and embryonic chicken cardiomyocytes. C2C12 cells were used from passage 2 to 10, HUVEC cells from passage 2 to 10, and SH-SY5Y cells from passage 2 to 10. Cells were maintained at 37 °C, 100% humidity and 5% CO2 and seeded at 25–40% confluency. Growth medium and medium replacement for all cells lines were as per ATCC guidelines.

2.3. Immunofluorescence

Cells were stained for F-actin with Alexa Fluor® 555 tagged phalloidin (Invitrogen), for vinculin to mark focal adhesions with monoclonal anti-vinculin-FITC antibodies (Sigma), and for nuclei with ProLong® Gold antifade reagent with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAP) (Invitrogen). Cells were first fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde (Polysciences, Inc) then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Astoria-Pacific). They were then stained and the antifade reagent was added before cover slips were placed over the cells and sealed with nail polish.

2.4. Live cell imaging

Sequential images of cells were captured by transferring culture dishes having patterned surfaces to a custom manufactured microscope stage mounted observation platform. The platform was comprised of a microscope slide warmer (AmScope Model TCS-100) to which was affixed a plastic enclosure that provided for proper atmosphere and humidity. The atmosphere was supplied by feeding 5% CO2 passed through a 0.3 μm in-line filter at a slight overpressure to the chamber, and water trays were placed inside the enclosure to maintain humidity. Live phase contrast images of cells were then recorded with the system described below at a frequency ranging from 30 to 2 min. After live images were collected, the cells were transferred back to a standard incubator and observed. All cells displayed normal growth for several days after being maintained on the microscope mounted incubation system.

2.5. Microscopy and image analysis

Phase contrast images of cells were captured using an inverted Nikon (model TE2000-U) microscope with either a SPOT camera (Diagnostic Instruments model 221) or, for sequential images in the microscope mounted cell chamber, an Imaging Source (model DK41AU02) camera. Fluorescence images were captured on an inverted microscope (Leica model DMi4000B) with a Cooke SensiCam camera. Cell images were analyzed by sequential tracking of a cell’s long axes at each time point in a series of images. A custom ImageJ macro was used to record angle, endpoints and center point for each cell and data was then exported for further analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of confinement via plasma lithography

The properties of the surface patterned by plasma lithography have been reported previously in Ref. [17], and the technique of plasma lithography itself is stable, parallel in nature, inexpensive, involves no harsh chemicals during processing and can pattern surfaces with features from 100 nm to centimeters in size. The high resolution is a result of the fact that any PDMS compatible surface can be used for creation of the 3D mold, as long as the topography is suitable for the final, plasma patterning. The approach allows observation for up to several weeks of cell behavior in real time, is applicable to many kinds of materials including standard tissue culture plates, PDMS, and glass, and leaves no visual signature on the surface that is patterned.

In order to characterize the nature of the cell confinement achieved via plasma lithography, the effects of plasma patterning on cell behavior were first examined for several different cell types. The results of cell seeding on plasma patterned surfaces are shown in Fig. 1. The diverse cell lines, including SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma, C2C12 myoblasts, and 3T3 fibroblasts, could be confined to patterns ranging in size from micrometers to millimeters [see Supplementary Data S2 for results with additional cell types]. Cells could freely move on plasma treated surfaces and moved randomly within the confined areas made by the pattern. Occasionally at boundaries, a small percentage of cells (~10%) attempted to migrate over the untreated, hydrophobic areas for a short period of time. These cells, however, did not appear to be stable on the untreated areas, i.e. they would not remain off or explore beyond the cell friendly area for more than the time a transient membrane extension was maintained, and the vast majority of cells were completely confined within treated areas. The cell types examined all responded to the patterning with similar degrees of recognition and immediately recognized the pattern as soon as adherence to the surface began (Videos V1 and V2). The 10 min plasma treatment stated above was seen to produce repeatable, satisfactory guidance and was therefore used for all cells and substrate materials. Cell morphology, growth rate, and immunostaining of focal adhesion and cytoskeletal proteins revealed cells cultured on the plasma modified areas maintained their normal physiologies [Supplementary Data S3]. In addition, we tested the stability of the confinement for long-term cell culture and it was observed that the cell guidance was stable, i.e. the patterning
maintained the ability to guide cells over long time periods. In our experiments, all cell types could be confined for long time periods (≈2 weeks) before experiments were stopped due to over confluence. For C2C12 myoblasts, the cells could be cultured for ≈2 months after switching to differentiation media. The cells maintained the original patterns without any observable pattern degradation (Fig. 1f and Supplementary Data S4). In addition, the use of plasma lithography for cell confinement could also be integrated with microfluidics for providing multiple fluidic and biochemical stimuli simultaneously (Supplementary Data S5) [21]. These results indicate that plasma lithography is suitable for investigating the effects of confinements on the behavior of various types of cells.

Supplementary videos related to this article can be found at doi: 10.1016/j.biomaterials.2010.11.009

3.2. Migration of individual cells

To study the effects of confinement, we applied plasma lithography in conjunction with live cell imaging to explore the dependence of cell migration on one-dimensional confined environments. The movement of 3T3 fibroblasts, an essential component of wound healing, was examined by tracking the motion of individual cells at low density. Fig. 2a shows a representative cell migrating on a 12 μm wide line for over 5 h. Rapid migratory behaviors including tail snipping and periodic directional changes were observed [22]. As shown in Fig. 2a–c, the position of the head of the polarized cell increased linearly reflecting the constant polymerization rate at the leading side of the cell, while the movement of the tail was relatively constant initially until a rapid retraction due to breaking of focal adhesion was observed at the trailing edge of the cell. These observations support the applicability of plasma lithography for investigating the cell migration process with a high spatiotemporal resolution.

Cellular motion was also investigated on line patterns of different widths and on homogeneous surfaces. The adhesion and migratory behaviors of the cells including the size, distance traveled, angular movements, cell velocity, and the ratio of distances moved in the horizontal and vertical directions relative to the direction of line patterns were measured. When the movement of cells on line widths ranging from 12 μm to 150 μm was examined, it was observed that the cells retained their overall velocities in confined environments as compared to their movement when migrating on homogeneous surfaces (Fig. 2d). In addition, the cells were not affected in terms of their average length or total distance moved (data not shown). The principle difference from the homogeneous surface was the effect of the cellular confinement on the lines of the pattern which changed the directionality of the movement. As can be seen in Fig. 2e which shows the ratio of cellular movement between the X and Y directions, the patterns served to confine the cellular motion, with smaller line widths able to confine cells more than large line widths. For the smallest line widths (i.e., 12 μm), the direction of movement becomes essentially one dimensional as the cells are confined on a pattern that is narrower than a normal cell width and hence cannot move perpendicular to the direction of the line. Normal width is considered to be the cell width measured on a homogeneous plasma modified surface where a cell has large room to spread. Therefore, the principle characteristics of cell migration are maintained in directionality-confined environments.

3.3. Cell–cell interactions

To explore the role of cell–cell contact on migratory behavior, 3T3 fibroblasts were confined to a one-dimensional line pattern. In the experiment, the cell seeding density was adjusted to manipulate the chance of cell–cell contact occurring. Fig. 3 shows the behavior of fibroblasts migrating on a pattern of plasma modified lines 12 μm wide separated by 35 μm wide native polystyrene areas with data collection commencing from directly after cells were plated. The cell motion and cell–cell contact on the pattern were observed continuously for over 12 h (Video V1). The area examined was near the end of a pattern of lines which meant that immediately at the edge of the pattern there existed a large hydrophilic area with a large number of cells (see Supplementary Data S6). Fig. 3a shows a video time series of a cell migrating leftward and contacting a neighboring cell and Fig. 3b shows selected traces of cell motions along the direction of the line pattern.
Several unique aspects of cellular movement could be discerned from the experiment. Firstly, the majority of cells have a bias to move leftwards towards the large mass of cells on the hydrophilic area connected to the pattern of lines. This can be seen in Fig. 3c which shows that the average distance moved displays a clear bias motion that is distinct from the random motion observed for isolated cells. Additionally, Fig. 3d shows the average speed distribution which indicates that 86% of the cells moved leftwards towards the mass of cells over the time period examined. The cells, secondly, displayed a strong randomness to their movement even though they are moving on identical lines under identical conditions. This includes random directional changes, movement of cells against the larger trend of a leftward bias, and a wide distribution of migration speeds. This is indicative of the complex and stochastic behavior of multicellular migration and aggregation. Furthermore, the directionality-confined environment created by plasma lithography allowed us to observe the effect of cell–cell contacts on the speed of cell migration. Interestingly, 65% of cells which experienced cell–cell contact showed an increase in speed immediately after contact. The remaining 35%, however, did not show any noticeable change in migration upon contact with a neighboring cell. This highlights the complexity of the global behavior of the cell migration process, which cannot be explained by considering only an individual factor.

3.4. Cell–subcellular pattern interactions

In many physiological and biomedical scenarios, cellular interaction with subcellular scale structures including various fibrous materials and geometric cues is a key for determining cell behavior. To study subcellular confinements to which cellular migration responds, lines from 100 nm to 12 μm in width spaced 35 μm apart were produced as described above. Cells living on large (4–12 μm), cell friendly, plasma modified areas were seen to migrate or extend membrane segments onto thin lines (see Supplementary Data S7). This resulted in the cell becoming highly elongated and such cells were observed to maintain this extended morphology over long time periods (days to weeks). This implied that a pattern at this length scale was not a significant hindrance to cellular movement or viability and that a cell could effectively interact with such a stimulus. A principle indication of this was the fact that cells migrate normally, i.e., at speeds and total distances equal to that on totally plasma modified areas. Additionally, cells would adhere stably for long time periods on such lines even when the cell did not spread out and span multiple lines [23].

We therefore further investigated the behaviors of cells on line widths from 100 nm to 2 μm (see Supplementary Data S8). The growth of cells on these smaller patterns can be seen in Fig. 4 which shows the cell growth on subcellular size patterns. At lines with...
larger widths, i.e. the 1 or 2 µm lines, cells could live or extend membrane segments onto the lines. For these two larger patterns it was observed that cells would extend a membrane segment onto the pattern if spreading next to it, and that cells that settled out of solution far from a pattern edge could grow on such patterns even when isolated. For the two smaller size patterns, i.e., 100 nm and 500 nm, however, different cellular behavior was seen and cells were not able to occupy the lines. For the 500 nm wide lines, cells were no longer able to migrate or live on the lines though they did attempt to occupy the lines. The attempt to occupy a line can be seen in Fig. 4b which shows cells growing on a homogenously plasma treated area that have extended membrane segments onto the lines. Confirmation that these extensions are related to the patterning and not random probedings of the surface was seen by comparing the spacing of the membrane extrusions and observing that they matched with the pattern of the confinement. The cells growing on the 100 nm wide lines also did not occupy the submicron patterns and furthermore did not extend any membrane segment to investigate the area. Based on these results, a critical length scale may exist for a cell to occupy and migrate in a confined environment.

4. Discussion

In this study, plasma lithography is demonstrated as a useful tool to study cell migration and adhesion processes in confined environments. The basis for the cell confinement is the chemical functionalization by plasma on the surface of polystyrene. Areas that are plasma modified possess altered, hydrophilic functional groups compared to regions not exposed to plasma which are hydrophobic and naturally possess phenyl functional groups composed of the native polystyrene. The resulting chemical and topographical nature of the surface has been described previously in Ref. [17] and is composed of a mix of oxygen based functional groups having a roughness of 3.8 ± 0.7 nm. This suggests the confinement is primarily chemical, instead of mechanical or topological, in nature. Though the cells can attach on unmodified areas, they generally have an abnormal morphology, are less healthy, and displayed disrupted focal adhesion and actin configurations [25] (see also Supplementary S3 and Video V3). Additionally, live observation of cells has shown that when encountering a plasma modified area during migration, cells...
have a strong tendency to stay in the modified region. These observations have also shown that cells seeded initially on plasma modified areas probe their surroundings and when encountering unmodified areas retract their filopodia with a preference to remain on a modified area. Collectively, the results support that plasma lithography can create chemically functionalized conformations for guiding the adhesion and migration of cells. The nature of the differing affinity of surface attachments is believed to be related to both the hydrophilicity and the composition of the altered functional groups present after exposure to plasma. The preference for treated areas has been studied before [25, 26], and likely results from a higher affinity of both the cells own attachment mechanisms and attachment of other proteins in favorable configurations on the treated surfaces.

A unique advantage of plasma lithography for cell study is the long-term stability that can be achieved. This is conceivably due to the direct surface functionalization of the substrate materials in plasma lithography. It has been previously observed that functionalization created by a plasma on polymeric materials can be stable over long time periods in liquids that avoid direct exposure to atmospheric air [27, 28]. This is advantageous as loss of guidance observed with other types of patterning such as by cellular degradation of the pattern [16] or physical desorption are not factors with plasma lithography, since the pattern is created directly as part of the surface. This facilitates long-term investigations of cell behaviors, especially those with time periods longer than a few days where pattern degradation may occur (e.g., cell differentiation and tissue morphogenesis). The patterning process also does not involve any cytotoxic compounds and solvents during any process step. This is useful to both eliminate any accidental or residual contamination and for in vivo uses such as for patterning tissues for therapeutic usage or for functionalizing the surfaces of implants.

Using plasma lithography, our data indicate that the principle characteristics of cell motion are not affected by the directionality-confined environment. This reflects the independence of the local actin-based migration machinery within the cell [29]. This finding also enables cell migration studies to be performed in one-dimensional spaces. This presents several advantages over conventional techniques for studying cell migration. With cells being spatially confined in one dimension, the uncertainty in cell motion observed in conventional migration assays can be eliminated and the single cell migration dynamics can be observed with
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high spatiotemporal resolution. Furthermore, the well-defined migratory path potentially facilitates quantitative comparison of cell motion in response to chemotactic, pharmacological, and other biochemical stimuli. We also observed that cells at a higher density displayed biased random motion collectively in the confined environments. The cause of the collective migration bias is uncertain though it may be a result of the high density of cells just at the end of the pattern. The large number of cells could create attractive signals via cell–cell contacts or by release of diffusible factors that induce the cells to aggregate [30]. Observation of the complex collective migration behaviors in unconfined environments is more challenging due to the cell–cell interactions in multiple directions with contact areas changing dynamically. The ability to confine cells one dimensionally using plasma lithography, on the other hand, simplifies cell motion and can facilitate quantification of cell behaviors, such as the probability of velocity change upon cell–cell contact. The quantitative information obtained will potentially be useful for computational analyses and systems biology studies of collective cell behaviors.

The observations of cells growing on subcellular patterns indicate a length scale dependence of cellular adhesion and migration in confined environments. This ranges from the larger patterns where the cells can migrate in a stable manner to the 500 nm wide line pattern that appears to be at a transition zone where the interaction with the surface is sufficient to induce the cell to partially adhere, but not sufficient for the cell to migrate there or to occupy the line. Smaller patterns appeared to be inadequate to induce cellular occupancy or even membrane extrusion. These responses could ultimately be related to a critical length scale that is suitable for cell viability or investigation by membrane extension. Related minimum adhesion area requirements have been investigated before, though previous studies usually have cells spreading across multiple adhesion areas, which represents different conditions mechanobiologically [12,31]. In the case of the current experiments, the confinement is spaced farther apart than a single cell can span and the total adhesion area is not limited. Line widths of 100 and 500 nm are in fact larger than the 58–100 nm stated as being the dimension needed for integrin attachment [31,32]. As can be seen, the cells could not fully occupy the area at a width of 500 nm and did not even probe the area for a signal of 100 nm. The result provides insights into the length scale dependence for cellular adhesion and migration. The course of this critical length scale may be related to the insufficient space for cellular processes to proceed in a normal manner, the local stress in such a highly elongated configuration, or insufficient adhesion sites to initiate the signaling pathways needed to induce the cell to extend in a given direction. Further experiments are required to determine the conclusive molecular limiting factor for cell migration and adhesion in confined environments.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have developed an easy-to-use, cost effective, and stable plasma lithography approach for long-term investigation of cell–environment interactions across multiple length scales for a diverse range of cell types. With the simplicity and effectiveness of plasma lithography, the effects of complex cell–environment interactions on cell migration and other cellular behaviors can be investigated systematically toward applications in mecanorregulation and regenerative medicine.
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Appendix

Figures with essential color discrimination. Figs. 1–4 in this article are difficult to interpret in black and white. The full color images can be found in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.biomaterials.2010.11.009.
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